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My mare improved immensely from the first doma vaquera clinic. 
She is 50% lighter to the leg, holds her withers and neck higher and 
immediately asks me “What would you like me to do?” Lateral 
movements are flowing with the rhythm of  Flamenco…Counter-can-
ter on small circles and lead changes are much more solid. She seems 
much brighter and happier—like she has a job she can enjoy.”
~Crista V., Doma Vaquera I

Are you in a quest for improved 
lightness, balance, impulsion, 
collection and obedience in your 
horse, regardless the discipline? 

Manuel Trigo says, “If  dressage is ballet for horses, doma vaquera is 
flamenco!” 

        So try doma vaquera, the precise and powerfully efficient equita-
tion developed to work in the field with the “brave” cattle and fighting 
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bulls of  Spain and from which the working riding styles of  the Ameri-
cas derive.

        Although the basic exercises utilized in doma vaquera are parallel 
to the stylized, elegant movements of  classical dressage, in doma va-

quera they are used with explosive strength and cool control. Similarly, 
the art of  rejoneo (bullfighting) uses a doma vaquera-trained horse that 
performs advanced movements with great economy and strength.

        In this way, the three disciplines are not only connected, but have 
their inception in the collected riding used by the Greek, Roman and 
Iberian-Celt cavalries more than two thousand years ago for single 
mounted combat. The warrior had one hand for the bridle reins and 
one hand reserved for a weapon. His horse had to be able to stay bal-
anced in all movements, able to charge and be turned at high speeds. 
The Spanish word gineta is still used to describe this distinctive form 
of  ancient skirmish riding in which the horse bears his weight on his 
haunches and keeps his forehand light to enable abrupt changes of  
direction. In today’s doma vaquera equitation, the garrocha, a long pole 
designed to distract and keep a safer distance from the fighting bull 
in the field, replaces the javelin or lance used in historic hand-to-hand 
combat.

        Manuel Trigo offers a theoretical seminar and series of  three rid-
den clinics spaced approximately two months apart to get students and 
their horses started in the doma vaquera discipline.

        “Lightness should be an obsession for the trainer during the 
process of  learning and every time his horse performs any exercises 

of  doma vaquera,” 
comments Manuel. “It’s 
even more important 
due to the abruptness 
and speed required by 
this style. We should 
seek the perfect balance 
of  the horse, and a 
mellow contact with a 
relaxed mouth, before 
any request of  the 
horse is made.”

        “It’s necessary, too, 
to develop the sensitiv-
ity of  the horse to the 
legs until a supreme 

obedience to the “souffle de la botte” (the wind of  boot) is achieved. 
However, this is not enough; the seat should become the first source 
of  communication with the horse.”

        The walk, trot and canter are developed to a high degree in this 
discipline. Additionally, doma vaquera horses perform all the move-
ments that dressage horses execute, including shoulder-in, half-pass, 
pirouettes, and flying changes, except with more speed and impulsion 
than normal dressage. Horses must learn to make rapid transitions 
between gaits while maintaining the correct rhythm and cadence of  
each gait, evidenced by the swinging of  the mosquero attached to the 
bridle’s browband. Both the horse and rider are expected to display 
a regal posture, always calm and controlled, while still expressing the 
individuality and flair referred to as vaquero style.

        Along with giving students a taste of  working with the garrocha 
and the carretón (a training device with a symbolic bull’s head mounted 
on a wheel) and setting up “play days” so riders and their horses can 
just plain have some fun together, Manuel prepares horse and rider 
teams for competition.

        “Doma vaquera has become a competitive discipline in Spain with 
special judges. Doma vaquera is becoming increasingly popular outside 
of  Spain, too, with competitions in France, Italy, Germany and the 
United States,” he notes.

        Is horse flamenco right for your horse? That depends, Manuel 
says. “Because it requires extreme collection, doma vaquera riders tend 
to choose breeds such as the traditional P.R.E. or Iberian crosses with 
Thoroughbreds or Arabians. These other breeds are brave, yet spirited 
and able to move with lightening quickness. They are also known for 
their stamina, which can be an advantage.”

        See trigomanuel.com for more information about the upcoming 
doma vaquera clinic series near you, or contact Manuel to organize a 
clinic in your area.


